1. Afterwards: I've rebelled, strange episode.
What did it prove? magic, secrecy, fraud.
Not enough proof. Ah, me? Am I?

2. answer (unclear): The (that has). A (can) can blossom in wy when rooted, connected source.

3. So too - you mothers, who provided biological roots to your children - should be congratulated for bringing kids Jr. Gym, providing spiritual roots.

4. Pessimist am - I save can see my only - straight - progress. I am - 3. Save can see my roots - straight - productive sticks; no future we say - plant them, new production. Stick; no future we say - plant them, new production.

5. Story Arab UN advises, wading astray, throw away.

6. So too: auto, crafts & assemblies. etc. without are only.
Faucets, rods. Only when connected to reservoirs Touch will
Replenish, waters, only when rooted to ground.

Faucets will they blossom.
7. (113) did 3 things:

- child
- prime
- full

For: 1.1.1. 1.1.2. 1.1.3. 1.2.1. 1.2.2. 1.2.3. 1.3.1. 1.3.2. 1.3.3. 1.4.1. 1.4.2. 1.4.3.

η = youth  —  η = adult  —  η = adult
η = youth  —  η = adult  —  η = adult

η = youth  —  youth

But also, it really comes from sources. Tradition will develop more from youth - also 1.3 - blossoms in full flowers - adulthood and 1.4.1 - leadership (industriousness: 113 p. 2)